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IMPLEMENTATION OF A PEDIATRIC SURGICAL QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
(QI)-DIRECTED M&M CONFERENCE
Barrett P. Cromeens, DO, PhD, Richard J. Brilli, MD, Kelli J. Kurtovic, BS, Brian D.
Kenney, MD, MPH, Benedict C. Nwomeh, MD, Gail E. Besner, MD.
Nationwide Children’s Hospital, Columbus, OH, USA.
Purpose:
For decades, our traditional pediatric surgical M&M conference primarily categorized
failures as surgical technical error or natural progression of patient disease, but failure
mode categories were never precisely captured, action items rarely assigned, nor loop
closure accomplished. In 2013 we developed a QI-directed M&M conference, allowing
for implementation of directed actions with the intent of improving quality of care and
outcomes.
Methods:
A classification, derived from a taxonomy of failure modes provided with permission
by Healthcare Performance Improvement LLC, was developed to enhance analysis
of complications presented during M&M conference. Complications are logged and
presented by pediatric surgery fellows in the multidisciplinary conference. Each
complication is categorized as an individual or system failure with sub-categorization
of root cause, a level of preventability assigned, and action items with the responsible
party and due dates designated. The pediatric surgery QI coordinator tracks all action
items to ensure timely completion. Determinations from 11/2013-9/2014 were reviewed
to evaluate the distribution of failure modes and action items.
Results:
One-hundred ninety-eight cases were reviewed (see Table). There were 96 (78.7%)
individual failures and 26 (21.3%) system failures identified. One-hundred twenty-five
action items were implemented including education initiatives, optimizing communication,
establishing criteria for interdisciplinary consultation, resolving equipment inadequacies,
removing high risk medications from procedure protocols, modifying order sets,
restructuring physician handoffs, and individual practitioner counseling/training.
Conclusion:
Development of a QI-directed M&M conference allowed us to categorize complications
beyond individual surgical or patient disease categories, ensuring added focus on system
solutions and reliable loop closure for assigned interventions intended to address failures.
We believe this has led to improvements in the processes of patient care.
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